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No

Only one bus service is
currently present in the
study area. There is very
little potential for this to
increase and certainly
not to the level that would
justify a priority lane.

No

With the very low
presence of public
transport and limited
forecast congestion in
the peak periods, this
measure would have little
benefit.

No

See HOV lanes.

No

See bus priority lanes.

Yes

It is considered important
to ensure adequate
provision is made for
cyclists to travel through
the study area. This
could be via the local
road network or through
specific provision within
the expressway corridor.
The exact measures will
be considered in the next
investigation stage.

Yes

Provision for pedestrians,
specifically to cross the
expressway will be
considered in the
investigation phase.

Yes

VMS signs will be
included in the project
consistent with the
regional and RoNS ITS
strategies.

Yes

Measures will be included in the
project consistent with the regional
and RoNS ITS strategies. The exact
infrastructure will be determined in
the investigation phase once the
SH1 Strategic Study project has
been completed.

No

Parking is not
appropriate on an
expressway

No

The expressway will
likely not be located
adjacent to bus or train
stations.

No

There is no plan to have
a parallel route as part of
this expressway
proposal. Also the level
of congestion and public
transport provision is not
considered high enough
to enable tolling.

Yes

This route needs to be
the preferred route for
freight. Accordingly the
needs of heavy vehicles
will specifically be taken
into account during the
investigation and design
phases.

Maybe

Further consideration will
be given to this in the
investigation phase.
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Appendix I Urban Design and Landscape Principles
Integration with Rural Landscape
Most of the Ōtaki to north of Levin expressway will traverse a rural landscape. It is also the most rural in
character of the Wellington RoNS. The design should therefore integrate the road into the rural landscape
by adopting the following principles:
• Minimise impacts on productive rural activities. For instance fine tune the alignment to follow
property boundaries, or boundaries between different land use types. (For instance the alignment
might skirt the toe of hills between cropping land and grazing land). Maintain sensible sizes and
geometry for parcels of productive land. (For example cropping fields require sensible proportions
for machine working).
• Minimise disruption to the existing rural road network. Avoid severance of roads and creation of
cul-de-sacs where possible. In particular maintain the connectedness of the existing SH1 as an
arterial route connecting Manakau, Ohau and Levin and the sequence of marae settlements.
• Avoid severance of community facilities from their community. For instance avoid severing local
halls, marae, churches or schools from the immediate area served by such facilities.
• Avoid particular natural landscape features, such as areas of significant vegetation and distinctive
local landforms. For instance there are distinctive totara/kahikatea stands south of Levin and
distinctive dune landforms north of Levin. The more significant features have already been
mapped and taken into account in the identification of route options. These should continue to be
avoided during selection and refinement of a preferred route and alignment.
• Design the landscape measures so that they are in scale with the broad landscape. While detail
measures will be needed to address specific effects (such as views from a dwelling), they should
be part of a larger canvas. Carry out planting in bold patterns with a small number of visually
dominant species to reflect natural patterns. (Avoid the ‘fruit salad’ appearance that can arise
when there is not a dominant species).
• Reinforce the existing patterns of the underlying landscape. For instance reinforce natural
patterns such as stream courses and escarpments, and reinforce human patterns such as the
road network and pattern of fields and shelter belts.
• Use plant associations characteristic of the area. For instance the totara and kahikatea
association characteristic of terraces near Ohau, and the flax, cabbage tree, kahikatea
association characteristic of wetlands.
• Extend adjacent land use and vegetation as close to the highway shoulder as possible consistent
with road safety and practical land management of the highway margins.
• Contour earthworks to tie in with adjacent topography. Adopt mono-slope batters in preference to
benching (this project is through relatively subdued topography so it should be possible to avoid
the need for benched batters).
• Incorporate low impact storm-water devices such as swales and wetlands. Such devices are in
keeping with the natural history of the area and are likely to have ecological and visual benefits
as well as storm-water functions.
• Use eco-sourced stock of species naturally occurring in the area.
• Follow safety standards, such as use of frangible species and clear zones. It may be preferable in
some instances to trade off the introduction of crash barriers so that planting can be safely
carried out closer to the carriageway.
• Refer to the ‘Landscape Design’ Guidance Notes in the NZTA Urban Design Principles, and the
‘Guidelines for Highway Landscaping’.
Natural Character of Rivers, Streams and their Margins
Natural character includes both biophysical and visual design considerations. The Ōtaki to north of Levin
RoNS alternative corridors have already been selected in part to avoid Lakes Horowhenua and
Papaitonga, and the Hokio and Waiwiri Streams which connect those lakes with the coast. However the
project must unavoidably cross the Ohau River, Waikawa Stream, Manakau Stream and a number of
smaller streams and watercourses. The corridor options also pass close to several wetlands. The design
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should seek to minimise effects on both the biophysical and visual aspects of natural character at streams
and wetlands. General principles include:
• Cross rivers and streams at right angles.
• Bridge significant streams in preference to culverts. Where culverts are used they should be
designed to be ‘fish friendly’, for instance by allowing a naturalistic stream bed to form within the
culverts.
• Adopt twin bridges for the dual carriageways, to allow light between spans to the stream.
• Design bridges so that informal pedestrian access is maintained along rivers and streams.
• Re-instate or restore riparian vegetation upstream and downstream of crossings. Such vegetation
can off-set any biophysical effects of the bridge or culvert on the stream, visually reinforce the
natural landscape patterns, and soften the appearance of embankments and culverts.
• Avoid any wetlands.
Connections with Levin and other Settlements
Connectedness includes both configuration and legibility. The Ōtaki to north of Levin expressway should
promote connections between the highway and adjacent settlements, make the connections legible, and
maintain the integrity of the existing road and settlement network.
• Consideration will be given to providing access points to the existing SH1 north and south of
Levin to enable travellers to pass through the town without the need to backtrack to re-join the
highway. As discussed above, maintain the connectedness of existing SH1 as the main local
arterial route linking Levin and other settlements within its hinterland.
• Design the principal access point to Levin so that it connects logically to existing arterial street
network: For instance an ideal location would be on the Queen Street East axis.
• Create a visually distinct identity for each interchange. This may be achieved by borrowing from
the surrounding landscape, ensuring that the landscape character continues unbroken to the
interchange. Alternatively it may be created through art or design within the interchange (for
example patterning of bridge barriers, retaining walls, or bold landscape design). The latter
approach is most likely to be appropriate at the principal Levin interchange.
• Any artwork should be commissioned in collaboration with the community.
Bridges and Underpasses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

As a first preference, configure the design so that proposed Ōtaki to north of Levin expressway
passes over existing roads so that they are maintained on existing alignments and grade
Integrate pedestrian and cycle paths with existing roads (preferably at grade).
Adopt twin bridges for highway overpasses to maintain light to the underpass.
Use splayed and sloping bridge abutments to maximise the openness of underpasses.
Use a consistent design theme for bridges. Maintain simple, clean lines given the rural setting for
most of the area traversed.
Introduce shadow lines to bridge parapets to reinforce horizontal lines. Otherwise avoid fussy
designs.
Maintain views from bridges over roads and streams. Use different barriers at bridges compared
to the rest of the route, to highlight the different conditions created by bridges.
If separate pedestrian and cycle underpasses are necessary to maintain good connectivity,
configure such underpasses so that they are straight, have straight approaches with good
sightlines, have good surveillance, are inviting (sufficient width and height) are bright and well lit,
and well drained.
Refer to the ‘Road Bridges’ and ‘Underpasses’ Guidance Notes in the NZTA Urban Design
Principles.

Highway Furniture
Reduce the visual clutter from the highway furniture (e.g. barriers, lights, signs and gantries). Such
furniture should be:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed as a suite with a common design language: Use consistent materials, colours, jointing
types and sections etc.
Simplify the variety within each type of element: For instance limit the types of safety barrier,
types of sign poles, types of noise wall etc.
Use recessive colours (unless consciously used to enhance legibility).
Use detailing that is visually refined and ‘clean’. Avoid unnecessary ornamentation.
Use earth contouring and run-off zones where practical to reduce the extent of edge barriers. Use
planting to reduce the visual prominence of wire-rope barriers.
Avoid short lengths of barriers (i.e. avoid stop-start barriers). Techniques to avoid barriers include
locating structures further from the carriageway.
Pay particular attention to the aesthetics of transition between barrier types.
Create a sharp edge between the shoulder and adjacent vegetation, avoiding the ‘in-between’
strip and reducing the need for herbicide maintenance.

Views
Minimise effects on views from private properties (particularly from dwellings) and public viewpoints.
• Refine the alignment to maximise separation from dwellings, or to pass ‘behind’ the main outlook
from nearby dwellings.
• Soften views and integrate the highway into the landscape by planting. As discussed above, such
planting should be rural in character and scale. It is not necessary to screen the road to mitigate
effects. Groups of trees in the intervening landscape can soften the view and increase the
perspective depth (i.e. inserting middle-ground vegetation can increase perception that the road
is part of the background).
Noise Walls
Align the highway to avoid the need for noise walls as a first preference (maximise separation from
dwellings, see above).
Where noise walls are unavoidable, refer to the ‘Noise Wall’ Guidance Notes in the NZTA Urban Design
Principles. The following points are made in summary:
• Use consistent materials and design for any noise walls required, to reduce visual clutter.
• Use appropriate materials for the context. For instance timber panel walls with a recessive
treatment may be most appropriate in the rural sections of the Ōtaki to north of Levin
expressway, while more industrial materials and bolder design may be appropriate in the vicinity
of Levin.
• Align the top of the wall to follow the road’s vertical alignment.
• Where possible use contoured earth mounds to replace noise walls, or to reduce their height.
• Plant both sides of any walls to visual soften their appearance and avoid graffiti. An exception
may be appropriate where a decision is made to incorporate artwork into the wall.
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Appendix J Contiguous Corridors for Further
Analysis
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